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A cursory examination in researching 
Jess Neely would inevitably lead one 
to predict that this man would be 

successful at whatever career he were to choose. 
This makes him a prophet in effect, in that he 
always maintained that participating in athletics 
was good for young men, and in general those 
who worked hard, applied themselves, and 
were successful athletes measured by regular 
attendance at practice, would on the whole 
become successful after leaving the university. 
This was what motivated Coach Neely, and this 
gave him the most pleasure as he looked back on 
his forty-two years of coaching.

VANDERBILT
Jess Neely attended and played football at 

Vanderbilt for three years. In those three years, 
Vanderbilt had two undefeated seasons. He was 
the captain of the 1922 team, and Vanderbilt 
was champion of the Southern Conference. Lyn 
Bowar made the Grantland Rice All-American 
team and is on record as pointing out that 
“Neely was the captain and team leader and 
was admired and respected by his teammates 
and Coach Dan McGugin.” McGugin was a 
Vanderbilt legend in his own right. Neely 
graduated from Vanderbilt with a law degree, 
but as is well known he never got around to 
beginning a law career.

POST-VANDERBILT TO 1931
Neely completed his education including 

his law degree in 1924. It is not perfectly clear, 
how and certainly not why, but somehow he 
secured a position as a one-man coaching staff at 
Southwestern College in Clarksville, Tennessee. 
He was there until 1927. Incidentally, it was at 
Southwestern that he coached Joe Davis with 
whom he was associated in coaching at Clemson 
and Rice for some thirty-six years. In 1928 he 
was hired as an end coach at Alabama. Wallace 
Wade, legendary Alabama coach, had been an 
assistant at Vanderbilt while Neely was playing. 
Neely coached at Alabama until 1930. It was 
at Alabama that he met and married Dorothy 
Neely.

CLEMSON COLLEGE
Neely secured the head coaching job at 

Clemson in 1931. This was a major advancement 
for him, but it was a challenge to build a program 
as Clemson did not have a history of success. 
His nine-year record was a building period and 
was climaxed by a great 9–1 record in 1939. 
Clemson received an invitation to play in the 
Cotton Bowl on January 1, 1940. The Clemson 
team beat a very good Boston College 6–3. It 
is interesting to note that the coach of Boston 
College was Frank Leahy, later a legend at Notre 
Dame from 1941 to 1953. Neely’s nine-year 
record at Clemson was 43–35–7.

RICE INSTITUTE/UNIVERSITY, 1940–1966
A brief history of Rice football from 1915 

through 1939 is enlightening. In general, Rice 
was a doormat, rarely achieving a winning record 
of any kind from 1915, when the Southwest 
Conference was formed, up through 1929. There 
were two years when Rice had a winning record 
in this time period. 

It is known that somewhere around 1930 
the university made the decision that it wanted 
to become competitive in the Southwest 
Conference. (The story of how and why will be 
investigated at a later date.) In the early thirties 
there was not much progress made. However, 
lo and behold, in 1934 a new coach, Jimmy 
Kitts, appeared and Rice won its first Southwest 
Conference football championship. This stunning 
achievement followed a miserable 1933 season. 
We can draw a reasonable conclusion that Rice 

Jess Neely 
in uniform 
as captain 

of the 1922 
Vanderbilt 

football team.
Vanderbilt University 
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had been attracting quality athletes but needed 
a coaching change to bring the plan to enhance 
the athletic respectability of Rice Institute to a 
successful completion. 

The very successful season was followed by 
another Southwest Conference championship in 
1937. By 1937 the Cotton Bowl was beginning 
to assert itself as a major post-season event. Rice 
received and accepted an invitation to play 
there on January 1, 1938. The opponent was the 
University of Colorado. Interestingly enough, 
Colorado was led by an All-American back by 
the name of Byron White. He was commonly 
called “Whizzer” White. To those of you who 
keep track of such things and are of an age to 
remember, you will recall that Byron “Whizzer” 
White was appointed to the Supreme Court of 

the United States and served there from 1962 to 
1993. 

Rice prevailed in the game 28–14. This 
Rice team was loaded with a great group of 
sophomores with a sprinkling of veterans. It 
appeared that the Rice football building process 
was complete and could look forward to at 
least two more years of winning football, and 
assumedly on into the forties. Alas, this was not 
to be the case. In 1938 Rice posted a losing 
season of 4–6–0. 

The next season was a complete disaster. The 
Rice team of 1939, obviously laden with seniors 
and,  it is believed, considerable talent, achieved a 
1–9–1 record. 

The University decided it was time to make 
a change. It is interesting to discover that the 

Rice coaching staff, 1941 (left to right): Chief Assistants Dell Morgan and Joe Davis; Head Coach Jess Neely; Cecil 
Grigg - director of the backfield; Buster Brannon - directing the forward wall; and Bill Wallace - head freshman coach.
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Southwest Conference was dominated by the 
private universities in the 1930s. In this ten-
year period the large state universities - Texas 
University, A&M, and Arkansas - won four 
championships and the private universities won 
six. These six championships were evenly split 
between Rice, SMU, and TCU.

THE TRANSITION YEARS, 1940–1942
Neely’s first year records a miraculous 

recovery. He showed up, somewhat unknown, 
facing a recent history of complete failures at 
the Rice Institute. Let’s start with the end of the 
1940 season. Rice posted a 7–3–0 season. 

It is noteworthy that Rice entered the final 
game of this season tied for first place in the 
Southwest Conference standings with SMU and 
Texas A&M. 

Rice played SMU in Houston and proceeded 
to push SMU all over the field with a statistical 
advantage in sixteen first downs to eight; three 
hundred forty yards vs. one hundred twenty. 
Rice was inside the SMU fifteen-yard line five 
times and did not score. Finally, SMU won the 
game 7–6. It was of course a bitter loss for Rice. 

However, our story is about Jess Neely. His 
record speaks for his capabilities, but to bring 
a group of young men from a 1–9–1 season to 
a 7-3-0 season is a stunning event. Your scribe 
located several men who were parties to this 
transition. In the first place we know Jess Neely 
was a great coach, but let me assure you that for 
great coaches to win they must have at least a 
core of skilled athletes. It is patently impossible to 
“make a silk purse out of a sow’s ear.”  What had 
happened was that there were quality athletes 
in place. The difference was in the coaching 
philosophy.  

As I interviewed Art Goforth, Buck Sloan, 
and Don Suman, the story began to unfold. What 
was the difference? Number one was discipline. 
Coach Neely was a stern disciplinarian. He 
was in charge and it was one of the first things 
players learned.  A major point was also the team. 
Everything was subordinated to the good of the 
team. In effect, Neely coached as if there were 
no star players. 

Mind you, at many times stars did appear 
in his career, but it always happened as a result 
of team effort.  “Stars” were subject to the 

Houston Post photo of Rice’s 13-7 victory over SMU, December 6, 1942.
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same rigorous rules as any other player.  It was 
mentioned that there was dissension on the team 
in 1939. In Neely’s system dissension tended 
to disappear or else the fomenters of dissension 
disappeared. 

Next of course was Neely’s philosophy of 
coaching the fundamentals. This is essentially true 
of all successful coaches. The two essentials are 
blocking and tackling. Beyond that are a myriad 
of activities, all related to discipline. Players have 
a certain responsibility on each play. They must 
be disciplined in carrying out each assignment 
on each play, both offense and defense. 

The fact that Neely was able to put all of 
this into effect within the framework of spring 
training and two weeks before the first game in 
September is a remarkable achievement. Kenneth 
Whitlow was selected as the All-Conference 
center in 1940. In 1941 there was some slight 
slippage in overall wins vs. losses; Rice came 
in with a 6–3–1 record. Neely had recruited a 
fine group in 1940, his initial group, and things 
looked good for the next few years.

In 1942 Rice again won seven games and 
finished 7–2–1. Again, a tie with Texas A&M 
cost Rice a share of the Southwest Conference 
championship in 1942. Weldon Humble was 
selected as an All-Conference guard.

At this juncture history had already taken a 
hand in the career of Jess Neely and of course in 

the history of the United States of America. On 
December 7, 1941, the Japanese bombed Pearl 
Harbor, plunging the nation into World War II. 
The young men recruited in 1940 and 1941 
were scattered around the world fighting a war 
against Japan in the Pacific Ocean and Germany 
in Europe. It would be three long years before 
normalcy returned to the world. 

Due to the circumstances of setting up a 
massive draft program for all men eighteen years 
of age, the men were not drafted until after the 
football season. What actually occurred was 
that the major portion of the players joined the 
marines en masse. These men were immediately 
sent to Southwestern Louisiana as officer 
trainees. They were there in 1943 and had a 
great college team, mostly from Rice, but with a 
sprinkling of players from LSU and elsewhere.

THE WAR YEARS, 1943–1945
During these years there was absolutely 

nothing in the way of normal organized college 
football. Coaches often did not even know 
whether some players might be available for a 
Saturday game. The coaches recruited sixteen- 
and seventeen-year-old youngsters to attend 
Rice and play football. There were some players 
sent to Rice to attend college and to train at the 
same time for military roles that might come in 
the next six to nine months. 

December, 1942: Seventeen Rice players enlisted in the marine corps reserve officer’s candidate class to be called for of-
ficer training upon completion of their college career. Coach Neely sits center front with Captain Almet Jenks, USMCR
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It was an obvious nightmare for the coaching 
staffs at all colleges in the country. West Point 
and Annapolis, of course, recruited and fielded 
first-rate teams and dominated the college scene. 
Interestingly, there were various schools with 
athletes, such as Southwestern University, that 
were powerhouses. Also, there were service teams 
around such as Randolph Field and Great Lakes 
Naval Station that fielded powerful college-level 
football activities. Baylor did not field football 
teams during 1943 and 1944. 

1943
The Rice season record in 1943 was 3–7–0. 

Rice was able to win two of five conference 
games, beating Arkansas and TCU on successive 
weekends. Rice was also victorious over Texas 
Tech. Charlie Malmberg was selected on the All-
Conference team. Charlie will show up again 
in 1946 as a stellar performer on the great 1946 
team as co-captain.

1944
The season as a whole was an improvement 

in 1944. A season record of 5–6–0 was welcome. 
However, the conference record of 2–3–0 was 
the same as in 1943. Rice was able to defeat 
Texas and SMU in conference games. George 
Walmley was chosen a consensus All-Conference 
back. H. J. Nichols was a consensus All-
Conference Guard and was also recognized as an 
All-American selection. 

TCU was the eventual conference champion. 
It would seem remiss not to mention that there 
was a small, tough lineman named John Cox 
who played on this Rice team. In later years 
he was a successful oil industry operator and 
became a member of the Rice Board of Trustees 
for many years and was a benefactor to the 
University.

1945
The 1945 season was interesting but still 

was a poor season based on wins and losses. The 
overall record was 5–6–0. Rice was able to defeat 
Texas, Arkansas, and Texas A & M. Texas was the 
1945 conference champion. As a hard-running 
back, Bob Nemir of Rice, was named to the 
All-Conference team. We have to point out with 
some satisfaction that the Texas team ended the 
season with a record of 10–1-0. The lone loss was 

to Rice in the Memorial Stadium in Austin. 
Mercifully, the war years came to an end in 

1945 and by 1946 the world returned to peace 
and prosperity. These postwar years would see 
great changes in the nation, Texas, Rice, and the 
career of Jess Neely.

THE POSTWAR YEARS
As a prologue to this discussion, it is helpful 

to set a brief historical stage. College football had 
risen in the late 1800s as an evolutionary event 
modeled on the English game of rugby. While 
the rugby mindset and strategies were an integral 
part of football, there were soon significant 
changes, e.g., the players started wearing pads. 

At any rate, from 1900 through the 1920s 
the sport was dominated by Ivy League teams 
in the Northeastern U. S. Soon, however, the 
rise of the Midwest programs overtook their Ivy 
League rivals. There were some early programs 
in California beginning to take shape and earn 
some prominence. To some extent, this was a 
product of the enormously successful program 
at Notre Dame led by the legendary Knute 
Rockne. 

At the same time Michigan, Ohio, and other 
Midwestern teams became prominent and the 
mantle of greatness shifted to the Midwest in the 
1920s. At this time the South and the Southwest 
were considered as being in the second tier as far 
as the rest of the country was concerned. 

Several factors led to this situation. First, the 
large Midwestern universities did have better 
coaching across the board. Second, the news 
media gave great coverage to the Ivy League and 
the Midwest. The universities in the South and 
Southwest received little media exposure outside 
of regional news sources. Certainly, there were 
some respectable programs scattered around such 
as Alabama, Tennessee, the University of Texas, 
and Texas A&M. 

Suddenly in the 1930s the Southeast and 
Southwest Conferences exploded onto the 
national scene. In the Southwest this included a 
new vision. It started out being called the “Aerial 
Circus.” While Knute Rockne is correctly 
credited with introducing the forward pass as an 
integral element in football, the forward pass was 
used sparingly or as a weapon of last resort. In 
the model which came into prominence in the 
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Southwest Conference in the 1930s the forward 
pass was used as an offensive weapon from the 
beginning of the game and until the end. 

It was chiefly brought about at TCU, by 
coaches Frances Schmidt and Dutch Meyer and 
at SMU by Ray Morrison and Matty Bell. These 
coaches developed a version commonly called 
the spread formation from which to set up full-
fledged passing offenses. They also successfully 
designed and ran running plays from this spread 
formation. When not utilizing the spread, passing 
was still a vibrant and often used offensive tool 
by the various conference schools in the 1930s. 

Most significantly, Southwest Conference 
teams rose to national championship status in this 
era. National championship teams arrived such as 
SMU in 1935, TCU in 1938, and Texas A&M in 
1939. A minor footnote, on any given Sunday in 
the fall of the year when two pro teams line up 
in the “Shotgun” formation, it is essentially the 
same offensive formation utilized in the 1930s in 
the Southwest Conference. It was “discovered” 
by the professional teams somewhere along the 
way in the 1960s. 

With this backdrop, Jess Neely arrived at the 

Rice Institute in 1940. Immediately he made a 
regional reputation as a tough, successful coach. 
World War II interrupted his ascent to the top-
ranked coaches in America. Remember that he 
had recruited well in 1940 and 1941, but these 
players had left after the 1942 season. The war 
had denied Coach Neely an opportunity to 
implement a successful football program, since all 
his quality players were in the armed services in 
1943, 1944, and 1945.

1946
The immediate postwar year was somewhat 

tumultuous for coaches and players at all schools. 
There were returning war veterans who had 
played one to three years of college football in 
1940–’42 and some played additional football 
while in the service. Freshmen were eligible 
to play varsity football, and in between were 
young men who played one year and went into 
the service. The coaches were faced with large 
squads of athletes encompassing these experience 
parameters. Coaches at all schools had three 
weeks to sort through the available talent and 
field a team. It is estimated that Coach Neely and 
his staff of three assistants had about one hundred 
fifty men. As a guess, Texas and Texas A & M had 
between two hundred fifty and three hundred. 

History has already recorded that the 
coaching staff recruited a fine group of athletes 
as freshmen in 1946. It was a huge challenge 
to put together a team from these disparate 
components. Bear in mind that this freshman 
group would be Neely’s first to come in as 
freshmen and stay the full four years at the 
university. It has already been mentioned that 
the coaches had recruited quality athletes in 
1940, 1941, and 1942. The question was, would 
these men, after being in the service for three to 
four years, come back and pick up where they 
left off? In some instances, would they return 
to Rice at all? To those of you not aware of the 
result, Neely was able to form a team that put 
together a 9–2–0 season. This resulted in a co-
championship Southwest Conference season. 

As it happened, Arkansas had upset Rice 
in Little Rock, costing the Owls the outright 
championship. Arkansas, as was customary when 
two teams tied for the championship, was invited 
to the Cotton Bowl. Rice received an invitation 

1946
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to play in the Orange Bowl in Miami. This team 
at the time was the most successful in terms of 
performance in Neely’s tenure at Rice. He had 
been very close in two previous seasons but 
was able to make it all happen in 1946. Neely 
of course always coached in the same style 
previously described. 

A great deal of credit for this championship 
team goes to the returning war veterans. Bear in 
mind that these men were now twenty-four to 
twenty-five-years old. Most were married, some 
had children. They had returned to continue 
their education and to participate in athletics. 
Weldon Humble and Charlie Malmberg were 
the co-captains and were able to be of great 
assistance to Coach Neely and staff in putting 
this group of men together as a cohesive unit. 

It was a blend of veterans and younger 

players, and it required some skill on the part of 
the staff and veteran players to make it happen. 
The climactic game of the season was a hard-
fought battle at old Rice Stadium in Houston. 
Texas was ranked number one in the nation and 
had a large group of returning veteran players 
led by Bobby Layne, their great passer. As usual, 
Neely had produced an excellent defensive unit. 

It was to be Rice’s powerful ground game 
against the Texas passing attack. Rice prevailed 
18–13. In a somewhat bizarre turn of events, 
Rice scored two of its three touchdowns passing. 
In each case the passes were complete to Windell 
Williams; in each case, Windell collided into the 
Cyclone fence surrounding the field at the old 
stadium at the north end of the field. In each 
completion, Windell Williams was carried off  
the field. Fortunately, his injuries turned out to 
be minor. 

One of the many anecdotes over the years 
about Jess Neely and the press corps occurred 
after the game. An excited reporter ran up to 
Neely and said, “Coach, what was the difference 
in the game?” Neely looked at the scoreboard 
and said “five points” and turned and walked 
away.

It would be derelict not to include a 
special note about the Orange Bowl game. 
The opponent was the University of Tennessee. Weldon Humble and the Orange Bowl, 1946

Neely and team arrive for the Orange Bowl, 1946
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Tennessee had been a dominant team in the 
Southeastern Conference under the leadership 
of Robert Neyland as the longtime head coach. 
As you will recall, Neely was Tennessee born and 
went to college at Vanderbilt. All coaches want to 
win all games, of course, but it is true that some 
games have special meaning. 

This was the case with Jess Neely as 
preparation for the game took place. It was so 
evident that the players were making jokes about 
it. This Rice team was a typical Neely product. 
Primarily, there was a strong running offense 
with a mild blend of passing. Always, however, 
Neely and his staff turned out consistently fine 
defensive teams. 

As the game progressed, it was evident that 
Rice had the superior team and the Rice defense 
was completely dominating. Midway through 
the third quarter Rice had a lead of 8–0. Coach 
Neely was happy to play it conservatively and 
the final score was 8–0. 

At the post-game press conference the sports 
writing community was very critical of this 
coaching strategy. They were upset because of the 
conservative strategy by Rice. 

In one of his famous answers to reporters 
Neely made the following comment: “We came 
over to Miami to play and win a football game, If 
you gentlemen want to see a circus, I suggest you 
go over to Sarasota, Florida where the Ringling 
Brothers Circus is staying this winter. You can see 
a great circus. We came to play football.” It was 
common knowledge that Neely did not cater to 
the sports writing fraternity.

The Orange Bowl championship was a 
wonderful ending to an outstanding season. The 
two losses were to LSU and Arkansas. Weldon 
Humble, Carl Russ, and Huey Keeney were 
selected to the consensus All-Conference team. 
In addition Weldon Humble was a consensus All-
American.

1947–1948
This was almost an eerie two-year period for 

Neely. It was rather easy to determine that there 
were quality athletes at the university, a blend of 
experienced and talented young players. In both 
years the university had powerful opponents on 
the schedule. In 1947 after the first five games 
the record was 1–3–1. In 1948 after the first five 

games the record was 1–4–0. This would appear 
to be disastrous. 

However, in both years the team made a 
dramatic turn and lost no more games after 
the epic games with the University of Texas. 
SMU was the dominant team in each year with 
Texas a close second. SMU defeated Texas each 
year, and Rice earlier, and won the conference 
championship both years. 

In a perverse way, Neely’s reputation did not 
suffer much if any. He was given credit for his 
ability to turn what looked like disaster into at 
least a winning season. His legend was enhanced 
to the extent that it became a well-worn adage 
that “November belongs to Neely.” Rice was 
practically unbeatable in the last half of each 
season. 

In fact, Rice had received a bowl invitation 
after the 1947 season. The Gator Bowl invited 
Rice to play January 1, 1948. In an interesting 
incident concerning how young men reacted 
to the university attitude and coaching staff, the 
invitation was presented to the team as follows: 
The school administration actually does not 
support accepting this invitation. However, out 
of deference to the team, if the team voted to 
accept, then the administration would approve. 

The reason espoused for the position was 
that the university felt that Rice Institute 
interests and reputation would only be enhanced 
by participation in one of the four major bowl 
games. Coach Neely assumed a completely 
neutral position. 

The team, rather promptly, made a decision 
not to accept. In retrospect, the two years cannot 
be considered failures but it was felt that the 
team should have performed at a higher level. 
There was some speculation that Neely was such 
a perfectionist that it took too long for his teams 
to “gel.” One could certainly raise the question 
of why Neely, or possibly this group, could not 
win the big games.

In 1947 J. W. Magee, guard, and Joe Watson, 
center, were named as consensus All-Conference 
players. In 1948 Joe Watson, center, repeated as 
All-Conference, and Froggy Williams was named 
as end on the All-Conference team.

1949
One has to ask oneself, given the brief 
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history above with a great year in 1946, two 
strange and somewhat mediocre years have 
gone by since that 1946 season. How does this 
essentially same group of young men morph 
into a 10–1–0 season, Southwest Conference 
champion, Cotton Bowl champions, and a 
season-ending rank of number five in the nation? 
Stand by and we will give you some answers. 
The 1949 squad was heavy with seniors. All had 
played three years of varsity football. Most had 
lettered as freshmen and played in the Orange 
Bowl after the 1946 season.

It all really began in spring training of 1949. 
There was no seminal moment when anything 
happened. It was as if by magic that this group 
began, quietly, to discuss the fact that this was 
a senior team; if this group was going to make 
any kind of lasting mark, it would be now or 
never. These men knew they were talented and 
were in fact somewhat embarrassed about the 
two previous years. When school was out in 
June, everyone vowed to return in shape; no 
overweight people were to return in September. 
There was a distinct aura of confidence that had 
developed and by the time the team gathered in 
Houston in September, 1949, it was still in place.

There was a new wrinkle that came to 
pass in 1949. New rules allowed for unlimited 
substitution. This was pioneered by professional 
football and was adopted by the colleges. Coach 
Neely was somewhat skeptical and continued to 
utilize the team concept of a total starting unit 
and a second total unit. The normal strategy was 
to play the first unit for most of the quarter, then 
insert a total team at some point. 

Rice opened the season with an easy win, 
then journeyed to Baton Rouge to play LSU. 
LSU had beaten Rice for three straight years, 
the only team to do so. Rice led at the half but 
seemingly could not keep momentum as LSU 
held Rice scoreless and scored two touchdowns. 
Significantly LSU had moved completely to a 
platoon system. It was a bitter defeat for the Rice 
seniors. In retrospect, this turned into a crucial 
game for the fortunes of this 1949 squad.

As is well known, Jess Neely was considered 
an ultraconservative coach. However, there was 
nothing conservative about his reaction to the 
loss at Baton Rouge. He immediately completely 
disassembled the two-complete-team strategy 

to move to the platoon system. The coaches 
quickly went through the personnel and sorted 
out offensive and defensive teams. In fact, it 
went further to goal line defense, kick off teams, 
punting teams. 

Coach Neely had one break: the schedule. 
The following week Rice played a very weak 
New Mexico team. But beyond that came the 
two powerhouse teams of 1947 and 1948 that 
had ruined both seasons for Rice, SMU and 
Texas, in back-to-back games, both on the road. 

Now let’s stop and examine a very interesting 
dichotomy. Let’s play “what if.” What if Rice had 
defeated LSU?

Would Neely have still pulled his squad apart 
and moved to platoon football? He actually 
never really loved the platoon system. It was 
well known that he was later pleased when for 
a number of years the colleges abandoned the 
two-platoon system. To return to the previous 
question, if Neely had not made that move to 
platoon, it is rather safe to assume that Rice 
would never have made it past the two following 
games and, most likely, 1949 would have ended 
just about like the two previous years. So, in 
effect, it is likely that the initial turning point of 
the 1949 season was the loss to LSU. 

One quick point, and there were many more, 
the platoon system allowed Joe Watson and 
Gerald Weatherly on the defense every down. 
One would have to search far and wide to locate 
a better twosome. As we shall see, the energy was 
awesome and it exploded just two weeks later.

RICE VS. SMU
Some background information is required.  

SMU had lost one game in the two previous 
years and had two back-to-back conference 
championship teams. Even more, they were 
blessed with probably the greatest back in the 
Southwest Conference history. Doak Walker 
was a miraculous football player. There was a 
great supporting cast. These teams were famous 
for winning in whatever way it took to end up 
victorious. The offense was still a continuation 
of wingback and spread. They were always 
dangerous offensively. 

This was the must-win game for the senior-
laden Rice team of 1949. The coaching staff 
designed a special defense to contain the always 
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dangerous Doak 
Walker. The game 
began with SMU 
showing its usual 
offensive prowess 
and taking an 
early 14 –0 
lead. Rice came 
back to score a 
touchdown and 
it was 14–6 and 
stayed that way 
until half time. 
The game was 
turned around 
early in the third 
quarter. Rice 
scored three 
touchdowns in 

the first half of the third quarter and took a 
27–14 lead. 

SMU would not quit. They managed another 
touchdown to narrow the gap to 27–21. Rice 
immediately scored two more touchdowns to go 
up 41–21. The game was essentially over. SMU 
managed to score one more time and the game 
ended with Rice on the SMU one yard line. 

Without a doubt, this was the seminal game 
of the year. The Rice team had “gelled.” The 
two-platoon change had worked to perfection 
on offense, and defensively Rice had been solid 
except for the SMU passing game. Neely’s 
great gamble had paid off. The platoon system 
was in place and would continue to improve as 

the season 
continued. 

For the 
first time 
since 1946 
the Owls 
had pulled 
themselves 
together 
to start the 
conference 
season 
with a win. 
Somewhat 
sadly, the fine 
SMU team 

never seemed to 
recover from this 
loss. Their season 
ended at 5–4–1; 
they won only 
two conference 
games.

RICE VS. TEXAS
No review 

of this 1949 
season is 
complete without 
including the 
Rice-Texas game 
in Memorial 
Stadium on October 22, 1949. As a part of 
this review a small digression is necessary. 
As mentioned earlier, team leadership is a 
key factor toward athletic success. The Rice 
seniors had taken over completely as team 
leaders. While there was no such thing as a 
quarterback problem, Rice was blessed with 
two outstanding quarterbacks, Tobin Rote and 
Vernon Glass. Rote was by far the more talented 
of the two. Subsequently, he had a great career 
in professional football. However, Glass was 
extremely capable and particularly steady and 
sound. At this point in his athletic career Tobin 
Rote tended to have erratic spells, and the Rice 
seniors were cognizant of this. 

The team co-captains, Gerald Weatherly and 
Froggy Williams, called on Coach Neely early 
in the season and advised him that this team had 
great faith in Vernon 
Glass to run the 
team, and that if any 
situation were ever to 
arise where it might 
seem advisable to 
change quarterbacks, 
he needed to be 
aware that the team 
would respond 
positively. More on 
this point later.

It was a rainy day, 
but the rain ended 
before the game 
began. In the first 
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half, the explosive offense that had blown SMU 
away a week earlier was not there. However, 
the defensive unit was performing even better 
than against SMU. In retrospect it should be 
stated that the Owls were not playing up to 
their potential, while Texas was aggressively 
threatening to take over the game. However, the 
defense was able to contain Texas and the first 
half ended with Texas leading 8–0.

Texas received the third-quarter kickoff and 
very soundly moved to a touchdown to make 
the score 15–0. Texas was threatening to put the 
game away. 

There is a wonderful, somewhat trite saying 
that comes to mind: ”Great teams find some way 
to win.” Happily, this was about to take place, 
but for sure no Rice supporter believed it at this 
juncture in the game. 

The first element took place immediately 
after the ensuing kickoff. In what would be 
called completely out of character, Neely 
inserted Vernon Glass into the game as 
quarterback. So again we see Neely not being 
quite as conservative as his reputation indicated. 

The second piece of this equation now took 
place on the field, and even the coaches were 
not aware of what happened. At this juncture the 
senior offensive linemen actually took over the 
direction of the Rice offense. 

What the linemen actually did was tell 
Vernon Glass in no uncertain terms “Run the 
ball straight at them.” OK, what this translates 
into is, no fancy plays. Give the ball to the 
halfbacks and fullback just straight ahead. What 
they were really telling the quarterback was that 
we can block these guys and we’re good enough 
to do it. 

Immediately, the holes started opening and 
the backs were making consistent yardage. Once 
this was established then everything started to fall 
into place. An occasional counter play and trap 
plays kept the Texas defense off balance. Glass 
mixed in a number of short passes, particularly 
on the right side, and the whole game turned 
around in a few short minutes. 

This pattern would be repeated the rest of 
the game. The first drive took place in the third 
quarter. Suddenly it was a new game, score 15–7. 
The climactic fourth quarter would be classic 
Neely football. There were no long runs, no 

spectacular pass plays. It was basic football, as 
previously mentioned. By this time of course 
Vernon Glass clearly understood how to run 
the offense. (Please note: players still called plays 
in 1949 and beyond.) Rice managed another 
touchdown to bring the score to 15–14. This 
unusual score appeared because of a blocked 
punt in the first half whereby Texas garnered a 
two-point safety. 

The tumultuous ending of the game began 
with about five minutes remaining in the fourth 
quarter. The final drive began on the Rice 
twenty-yard line. The same tactics were utilized 
on the last drive. Hard charging linemen gouged 
out three to five yards a play. Yes, Glass had to 
throw a pass to keep the drive going. It was 
rather evident that Rice would be able to score, 
but the clock had now become the enemy of the 
Rice Owls.

The Rice team was moving inexorably 
toward the goal line, but, as it turned out, the 
clock was about to decide who was to win the 
game and how it would be done. A completed 
pass put the ball on the Texas seventeen yard 
line. There were ten seconds left on the clock 
after an incomplete pass was thrown to stop the 
clock. The designated players to place kick were 
sent into the game. Without any further fanfare, 
Froggy Williams kicked a thirty-two yard field 
goal. Score Rice-17, Texas-15. 

In retrospect, it is evident that the Rice team 
did not play to its full potential in this game. This 
Rice team was superior to the Texas team. It 
could be speculated that Rice had a “let down.” 
It could be argued that the Texas team was 
inspired. This win can certainly be chalked up to 
character. Coach Neely always stressed “tend to 
business.” In this case it did happen. When the 
Rice team rejuvenated itself in the middle of 
the third quarter, it was done on straight football 
fundamentals. This was the Neely way.

If one were looking for the single player 
who made the greatest contribution to the win, 
one would come up with the name of Vernon 
Glass. However, the Rice offensive linemen 
spearheaded the direction of the game. In 
addition, the brilliant performance of the Rice 
defensive unit allowed the game to be won by 
denying Texas a couple of earlier touchdowns 
they should have had. So if one puts this whole 
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game into context, guess what? It was a team 
victory! This is a significant athletic lesson. Great 
teams die hard!!!

There is a story about an incident in this 
game that took place right at the climactic 
moment. It is with some reluctance that it is 
inserted here because your scribe is one of the 
key persons in this story. It has finally been 
decided that this corollary story should be 
recorded. 

Unfortunately, it is necessary to digress 
and give you a brief background story. Ralph 
Murphy was an All-Conference tackle as a part 
of this Rice team. Ralph and I grew up together 
in Waco, Texas, and played high school football. 
In our senior year, we played a fine Highland 
Park team in the state finals for the 1945 state 
championship. The game neared the end with 
the score tied 7–7. The Waco team suddenly 
started a drive, and with about one minute left to 
play, I was called on to kick a field goal with the 
game on the line. The field goal was missed. We 
were co-champions. 

To this day it is a black mark on my own 
personal career. So you no doubt are asking 
yourself why I am telling you this story. The 
tie-in with the climactic field goal at Memorial 
Stadium is that as we broke the huddle to line 
up Murphy grabbed me by the shoulders, 
looked me in the eye and shook me very hard. 
He muttered six words that have been seared in 
my mind for fifty-five years. I am quoting him 
now: “Don’t you miss this field goal.” There was 
extreme emphasis on “this”! In retrospect, I have 
always considered it as a threat. I have never 
asked Ralph what he would have done to me 
if it had been missed that fateful day in Austin. 
Fortunately, it was good and I did not have to 
face him or the others with failure. 

As the sun set on October 22, 1949, there 
were no orange lights glowing in the tower at 
Texas University. Neely’s 1949 team was now in 
the driver’s seat. At the end of the fifth game, the 
record was 4–1. Rice had already defeated the 
two most difficult opponents on the conference 
schedule. The old Southwest Conference was 
always a challenge each week since they all loved 
to knock off a winner. 

On the other hand, the offense had gelled in 
the SMU game, the defense as well as kick off, 

punting, receiving, and extra point had jelled in 
the crucible of the Texas game, and, as always, 
remember “November belongs to Neely.” As a 
reference point, after the Texas game no team 
during the regular season ran the ball across the 
goal line.

Rice of course did sweep the last five games. 
In order, the Rice Owls went through Texas 
Tech, Arkansas, A&M, TCU, and Baylor. In these 
five games, there were only three touchdowns 
scored against the potent Rice defense. All were 
passing touchdowns. There were no blowouts 
either, but Rice clearly was the best team in this 
year of 1949.

Some short comments are in order: 
Arkansas–Rice did not play up to its level 

of competence. As a matter of fact, the game 
was very close until Neely again inserted Vernon 
Glass at a critical point in the second half. The 
team responded with a touchdown to make the 
score 14–0 and the game was out of Arkansas’ 
reach.

A&M–The Aggies were not going anywhere 
but had a number of fine young players. It was an 
easy 13–0 win.

TCU–This game was so weird it is scary. Rice 
ran up a 20–0 lead at halftime and it appeared 
to be over. Suddenly in the third quarter a 
blocked punt and a fumble gave TCU two easy 
touchdowns. Immediately the game swung 
toward the Frogs. The last quarter was a nail 
biter. However, the defense bailed out the Owls 
and Rice won the game. It was in this game 
that Ralph Murphy coined his colorful phrase 
that stayed with the team through the rest of 
the season. TCU had at least two late-scoring 
opportunities and could never get the ball in the 
end zone. 

After the game Murphy opined that “we 
knew we had TCU just where we wanted 
them when we got them on our five yard line.” 
This phrase was a testimonial to the absolute 
resolution of the goal line defensive unit. 
Remember good teams die hard!

Baylor–The Baylor team was the surprise of 
the year in the conference. They had hired a new 
coach in 1947 and by 1949 he had improved the 
Baylor program. Baylor showed up in Houston 
with only one conference loss. If Baylor won, 
they would be co-champions with Rice. Baylor 
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took the opening kick off and promptly started 
passing and scored on a pass play. The Rice 
defense promptly regrouped and shut down 
Baylor, and the final score was an easy 21–7 win 
for the Owls.

Cotton Bowl–In retrospect, it is likely 
that the most exciting thing that happened in 
Cotton Bowl week in Dallas was that Coach 
Neely created a great press furor because of his 
arrival in Dallas. Since January 1, 1950, fell on a 
Sunday, the game was scheduled to be played on 
Monday, January 2. Coach Neely had scheduled 
his workouts in Houston through Saturday, 
December 31, 1949. 

Normally at bowl games opposing teams 
came to town four to five days ahead, scheduled 
workouts, went to luncheons and numerous 
other functions. By the time it actually dawned 
on the Dallas press what was going on, it was 
too late. The Dallas press, the Cotton Bowl 
Committee, and the Southwest Conference 
officials were stunned and upset. 

Neely actually scheduled a late Sunday 
afternoon arrival by train. The team went to the 
hotel, had a meal, and went to bed. It was not in 
Neely’s nature to consider this a reward for the 
team that they should be entertained in Dallas. 
To him, there was a football game to be played 
and won. There was nothing else of importance 

to consider. Needless to say, very shortly after 
this incident, a rule was passed that teams had to 
arrive in Dallas a certain number of days before 
the game.

The Cotton Bowl game was a cakewalk 
for the Owls. Rice ran up a 27–0 score before 
Neely called in the starters, and this allowed 
North Carolina University to score a couple of 
meaningless touchdowns in the fourth quarter. 
It was simply no contest. Final score: Rice–27, 
North Carolina–14. 

One final word on the 1949 football team. It 
is somewhat surprising, since this year, 1949, was 
Neely’s tenth year. However, due to World War 
II this was the first group that Neely and his staff 
recruited who went through the university in 
four uninterrupted years. It is generally accepted 
to this day by the members of that team that it 
was really made in the image of Jess Neely. 

Besides Neely, there were three other 
coaches: Joe Davis, Red Bale, and Cecil Grigg. 
This team was molded by this staff to, as a whole, 
play and conduct themselves on and off the field 
as a group in the way they had been coached 
and counseled. The team understood Neely, and 
Neely and staff understood this team. 

Starting out as freshmen in 1946 this group 
in regular season games was 28–10–2. By 
comparison, Texas was 29–10–1 and SMU was 
26–10–4. These three schools had dominated 
the Southwest Conference in the postwar years. 
However, in conference championship play SMU 
had won two; Rice had won one outright and 
one co-championship. Arkansas garnerned one 
co-championship. 

Of interest to history buffs of the Southwest 
Conference, this four-year domination of 
conference by private schools was simply an 
extension of the 1930s. As mentioned previously, 
six times in the 1930s private schools reigned 
as SWC champions. If we delete the war years 
of 1943, 1944, and 1945, private schools in the 
seven normal seasons during the 1940s decade 
garnered three outright championships and 
two co-championships. The state universities 
took two full championships and two co-
championships. 

The postwar years had been good for 
the career of Jess Neely. He had gone from 
a regionally successful coach to a nationally 
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recognized coach. The postwar years were a 
breeding time for interest in college football. 
National rankings were widely disseminated. 
College play dominated the radio airways on 
Saturday. 

Neely had placed teams in the top ten for 
two of these years. The other two years had been 
respectable, if not spectacular. He had successfully 
won two major bowl games in this time period, 

both against highly successful college programs. 
Bob Neyland was already a legend at Tennessee 
and Carl Snavely was a nationally known and 
successful coach at the University of North 
Carolina. For a certainty, athletically speaking, the 
reputation of the Rice Institute was enhanced 
greatly in these four highly successful postwar 
years.

To keep balance to this study of Jess Neely, 

Neely with his wife, Dorothy, and two defensive ends, Bill Howton and Sonny McCurray, 1951.
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one should understand that he did have his 
detractors. The primary criticism always was that 
Neely was too conservative, this expression being 
a code word for “he depends too much on the 
running game.” Coach Neely actually felt that 
if the game plans were devised correctly about 
twelve passes a game would be ideal. Obviously 
this was not rigid and game day strategy might 
call for more or less. 

If one were to describe his basic offensive 
strategy, it would simply be, establish the running 
game, and then throw passes, particularly fake 
run and pass. The other element was that it 
required outstanding defensive strategy to 
produce successful football teams. 

By any objective measure Neely had 
completed a successful ten years at the 
Rice Institute. His relations with the Rice 
administration were excellent. His reputation 
among Texas high school coaches was such that 
all of them would advise their young protégés 
that they would be treated fairly at the Rice 
Institute and secure a good education, the best in 

Texas. This was a great boon to the recruiting of 
prospective football players.

1940S EPILOGUE
Football has always been king in Texas. On 

Friday nights all over Texas there are thousands 
of people in small and large towns watching high 
school football. Texas still breeds hundreds of 
prospects annually. 

In Houston there were no major professional 
sports teams. The University of Houston had 
only just begun its long climb to prominence 
in college football. Rice ruled the athletic 
interest in Houston. The four postwar years had 
been athletically successful as well as financially 
successful. A few days after the Cotton Bowl 
game, a drive was launched to build a new 
stadium at the Rice Institute. The decision was 
a bold and master stroke. Bonds were offered at 
$100 per seat. In a few short weeks, the pledges 
were in and the new stadium was a reality. 

As it turned out, the Rice–Baylor game of 
1949 became the last game played in old Rice 

Rice Stadium, under construction by Brown & Root, 1950
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Stadium. The story is familiar: Brown & Root 
broke ground and completed a beautiful new 
seventy-thousand seat stadium that was ready 
for use in the opening game in September of 
1950. This event was a tremendous plus for the 
university and the Rice athletic program. The 
Rice football players of 1946–1949 of course 
never played in that stadium. However, if you can 
still find one of those guys and engage him in 
conversation he will, without hesitation, advise 
you that the stadium was built by the players of 
that era.

The season of 1950 opened with Neely as 
an established coach at Rice Institute. He had 
become nationally recognized through his record 
in the post World War II years. As a matter of fact, 
he would essentially replicate in the 1950s what 
was accomplished in the 1940s. The Rice teams 
were consistent winners and about every three or 
four years, Neely would produce a championship 
team and appear in a bowl game.

1950
It is always difficult for a coaching staff when 

a great team appears that is laden with seniors. 
There were twenty-one seniors gone from the 

1949 season. This created a problem for the 
following season. There were some seasoned 
players returning but there were limitations. 

This team is unforgettable in that they were 
able to break a pattern of losses to LSU. Rice had 
lost five straight games to the Louisiana school. 
In two of those years Rice was nationally highly 
ranked and still could not beat LSU. Rice not 
only won but won convincingly by a score of 
35–7. Rice wound up the season with a 6–4–0 
record. Respectable, but the season was strange. 

The season opened with three straight wins 
over well-known non-conference opponents. 
Then followed two consecutive losses to SMU 
and Texas. Then three straight wins followed, 
and it appeared that Rice could finish strong 
again as had happened so often before. However, 
November did not belong to Neely. In 1950 
Rice dropped its last two games, finishing with 
a 2–4–0 conference record. Paul Giroski, tackle, 
was named to the All-Conference team.

It should be mentioned that the coaching 
staff had a very good recruiting year in the 
spring of 1950. Freshmen were no longer eligible 
to play varsity athletics. These young men of 
the freshman class will be heard from later. In 

Rice upsets Texas A&M, 1950
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most cases a good recruiting year occurs after 
a successful season. High school seniors want 
to win in college. The Rice football program 
had been very prominent for its postwar 
accomplishments.

1951–1952
There is an eerie resemblance between the 

1950 freshman recruits at Rice and the same 
group in 1946. The won–loss records 1947–1948 
were identical at 5–5–0 for each season. The 
1951 season was different: at mid-season Rice 
had won two games and lost three. The team 
proceeded to win three games in a row, but 
the famous November magic did not occur. 
Rice lost the last two games of the season. Rice 
finished in a tie for third place with three wins 
and three losses. 

The 1952 season was completely reminiscent 
of 1947 and 1948. At the end of the sixth game, 
the 1952 Rice record was 1–5–0. The Owls then 
swept the last four conference games, finishing 
second. November again was reclaimed and 
belonged to Neely. Individual honors in 1951 
went to Billy Burkhalter and Bill Howton. 
Burkhalter was selected as an All-Conference 
back on defense. Bill Howton was selected on 
both offense and defense as All-Conference. 
In addition, Howton was selected as an All-
American performer. In 1952 All-Conference 
honors went to Bill Crockett, Richard Chapman, 
and Don Rhoden.

1953
Once again we ask ourselves, how did a 

group of young men with identical two-year 
records of 5–5–0, turn around their fortunes 
and produce a winning regular season of 
8–2–0? With this great year it also brought a 
co-championship of the Southwest Conference 
and a Cotton Bowl invitation that delivered a 
spectacular victory and a national ranking of 
number six.

As a prologue to the 1953 season it is 
noteworthy that the NCAA abandoned platoon 
football. This of course caused a complete 
remake of the squads. Coaches had to return to 
coaching two-way players. Platoon football had 
been instituted in 1949, and it ended in 1952. 
Subsequently the NCAA would reinstate platoon 
football.

In researching the 1953 season it was 
somewhat surprising that Rice was indeed 
one of the favorites to win the Southwest 
Conference championship. In discussions with 
players on the team, it was generally felt that the 
players were prepared mentally to finish their 
careers with a championship trophy. Richard 
Chapman specifically made the point that this 
group was aware of the fact that the 1949 team 
had done the same thing and that it was written 
in the stars that Rice would have a championship 
season their senior year. 

Rice began the season with three straight 
wins. This augured well for the season. In Neely’s 
fourteen years at Rice only the 1950 team had 
begun the season with three straight wins. The 
fourth game was against SMU. This game is best 
described as a spectacular loss. SMU scored early 
in the game after a Rice fumble on the 14 yard 
line. Rice later scored, and the game went into 
the fourth quarter with Rice leading 7–6. 

Near the end of the game, with about three 
minutes to play, Rice had SMU in a deep hole 
with the ball on the five yard line. SMU halfback 
Eidom ran a ninety-one-yard gain to the Rice 
four yard line. Three plays later SMU scored and 
Rice lost the opening game of the Southwest 
Conference schedule. 

It was difficult to win or tie for the 
Southwest Conference championship if the 
opening game is a loss. It is a testament to the 
character of these young men that they were 
able to do just that. In a review of the Southwest 
Conference records from 1930 through 1959, 
thirty years, only eight teams were able to win all 
of their conference games. It was a dog-eat-dog 
league. Teams had to be prepared each week. This 
Rice team was in a hole.

The very next weekend the Rice Owls had 
to travel to Austin to play Texas. They certainly 
knew that another loss would eliminate them 
from contention. As far as it can be determined, 
the players felt that the game was won by the 
fact that Neely “platooned” teams. In the SMU 
game, the starting unit played 50–60 minutes 
and was exhausted at the end. In the Texas game, 
Neely substituted regularly and the alternate unit 
wound up playing about 26 minutes of the game.

Rice did not play well in the first half; 
Texas had taken a 6–0 lead and according to 
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the newspapers, Rice made its initial first down 
with only four minutes left in the first half. 
This started a scoring drive which culminated 
in a pitchout to Dicky Maegle for the score. At 
halftime, Rice led 7–6. In the third quarter, Texas 
scored again to take a 13–7 lead. Then came the 
tumultuous fourth quarter. 

In some ways Rice was its own worst enemy. 
They had several opportunities to score before 
the climactic ending occurred. The whole game 
boiled down to the last five or six minutes. Rice 
made a fine drive but was stopped on the ten 
yard line. Texas drew a penalty and a loss and 
ended up on their one yard line. At this point the 
Texas coach elected to give Rice an intentional 
safety. 

The strategy seemed sound. However, it did 
not take into account that a free kick from the 
twenty yard line would go to Kosse Johnson, and 
he made a thirty-seven-yard return to the Texas 
forty-two yard line. Rice had to punt and Texas 
was pushed back to their ten yard line. Texas 
could not move. Again the Texas coach opted for 
an intentional safety. Score: Texas–13, Rice–11. 

John Hudson reported that he was on the 
sideline and heard Neely remark that it was a 
break for Rice because now a field goal would 
win the game. Neely envisioned getting in 
position for a field goal. There was 1:44 left in 
the game. In a replay of the first kick, Kosse 
Johnson ran the second one back again to the 
Texas forty-five yard line, a thirty-five yard 
return, so Rice again was in a position to score. 

Rice moved to the Texas thirty-one yard line 
on a screen pass to Dan Hart, who lateraled to 
Kosse Johnson who in turn lateraled to Sammie 
Burk. According to Dicky Maegel, there was no 
panic; they played with complete confidence. 

The newspaper reports that Kosse Johnson 
made a succinct speech: “Now, boys, we’ve got 
the best team. All you have to do, Leroy, is rear 
back and throw the ball and we’ll win.” On the 
next play Leroy Fenstemaker passed thirty-one 
yards to Dan Hart and it was all over: Rice–18, 
Texas–13. 

Remember, “Good teams die hard.” There 
were heroes all over the place, Dicky Maegle, 
Leroy Fenstemaker, and Dan Hart. You could 
conceivably include the entire alternate unit 
playing nearly half the game that was, not 

inconsequentially, the team that moved the ball 
down the field in those last pressure-packed 
minutes to enable the last minute heroics by 
Fenstemaker and Hart. 

Be that as it may, it is axiomatic that any 
cursory examination would pinpoint Kosse 
Johnson as the stalwart player of this encounter. 
Kosse ran one hundred eleven yards from 
scrimmage. He played fifty-seven minutes. He 
punted and played defense. 

But look back a few paragraphs. When Texas 
elected to give Rice two safeties, their strategy 
actually backfired when Kosse returned both 
free kicks for thirty-seven and thirty-five yards 
to again put Rice in scoring position each time. 
“Folks, it don’t get much better than that!!” Your 
scribe was, of course, a witness to these events 
on October 24, 1953. in Memorial Stadium in 
Austin. It was and still is his opinion that in the 
short term from 1946 to 1953 he had never seen 
one Rice back so dominate a game. 

Also it was opined that it would be many a 
year before another would come along. “What 
fools we mortals be.” For before the end of this 
year Kosse’s teammate would replicate this in 
spades. But hold on, that is a later part of the 
story of this 1953 team. 

The following week, this fine group of 
young men would pay a high price for the 
previous two weeks of emotional low and 
emotional high. Almost any objective observer 
would agree that it was just too probable that 
letdown would arrive. 

Rice played a very good Kentucky team and 
lost 19–13. Unfortunately, it was their second loss 
of the season, and we can only be thankful that it 
was not a conference game. 

Now comes the good part. The November 
magic returns and as so many times in the past, 
we see the newspapers trumpeting that old 
refrain “November belongs to Neely.” Here are 
the results; you judge what happened. Rice–47, 
Arkansas–0; Rice–30, A&M–7; Rice–19, TCU–6; 
Rice–41, Baylor–19. 

Note that only five touchdowns were scored 
by opponents in four games. It is obvious that 
this Rice team came out of that three-week 
pressure cooker of a last minute loss to SMU, last 
minute win at Texas, and a disappointing loss to 
Kentucky, as a complete team that had just hit its 
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peak. There were no more close shaves in any of 
the last four games. 

A special word about the Baylor game. 
Baylor had a very good team. Coming into 
the final game of the season, Baylor, Texas, and 
Rice all had four conference wins and one loss. 
If Baylor could defeat Rice it would guarantee 
Baylor a share of the Southwest Conference 
championship. If A&M could defeat Texas, Baylor 
would be outright winner. Baylor had not won a 
Southwest Conference championship since 1924. 
Psychologically the Bears had every incentive to 
win the last game of the regular season. 

The 1953 Rice team destroyed a very good 
Baylor team. At the end of thirty-six minutes of 
playing time the score was Rice–41, Baylor–7. 
Baylor scored two meaningless touchdowns 
while Neely played reserves that had not played 
often. 

The last regular came off the field in the 
latter part of the third quarter to a standing 
ovation of some forty-five thousand fans. Your 

scribe was one of these. In a vivid recollection, it 
passed through his mind that it would probably 
be a long time before he ever saw a Rice team 
play one game more perfectly than that one. 
Candidly, he is still waiting.

THE COTTON BOWL, JANUARY 1, 1954 
RICE VS. ALABAMA

The game was actually an easy one for the 
1953 championship team. Strangely enough, 
Alabama scored first and led Rice 6–0. Rice 
came back quickly and Maegle went seventy-
nine yards for a touchdown. Almost immediately,  
Alabama had a long run but did not score. 

On the ensuing series, Bart Starr, Alabama 
quarterback, fumbled and Rice recovered on the 
ten yard line. Rice received a five-yard penalty 
and was on their own five yard line. Maegle ran 
sweep to the right and broke loose. Chapman 
still led Maegle as a blocker at midfield, and now 
came the infamous tackle by Tommy Lewis from 
the Alabama bench area at midfield. The referee 

The Cotton Bowl, Dallas, Texas 1954
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awarded Rice a touchdown on the play. This is 
easily the single most famous play in the history 
of Rice football. 

At the half, it was Rice–14, Alabama–6. 
In the third quarter Maegle scored his third 
touchdown to send the score to Rice–21, 
Alabama–6. With the game under control Rice 
scored one more fourth-quarter touchdown. This 
game was famous because of the statistics. Dicky 
Maegle carried eleven times for two hundred 
sixty-five yards. Stunning statistics! 

Reminding you that your scribe had 
designated Kosse Johnson as the Rice back 
most dominant in a single game, the Texas game. 
Now here in the Cotton Bowl Maegle turned 
in the most amazing game one can imagine. His 
exploits are still Cotton Bowl records. If you 
think your scribe is going any further with this 
comparison you are mistaken. This discussion 
comes to an end with the admonition that it is 
extremely doubtful that you will ever see or have 
seen any Rice backs become so dominant in two 
crucial game situations in the same year!!!

The season was like frosting on the cake to 
Jess Neely’s reputation, It should be added with 
a nod toward our talented board of trustees that 
it was also good for the university. Rice played 
before a nationwide audience in the Cotton 
Bowl. 

It is notable that from 1946 to 1953, 
eight years, Rice Institute produced three 
championship teams, three bowl victories, and 
a solid reputation that good scholars can be 
found that are capable of playing in the top tier 
nationally in any athletic field. In this eight-year 
period, Rice’s won-lost record was 52–26-2; 
Texas, 61–18–1; SMU, 40–30–6. These teams 
dominated the conference in this period. 

TCU did win a conference championship in 
1951 to interrupt the domination of the three 
schools. SMU had peaked during the postwar - 
Doak Walker era and actually had ceased to be a 
major factor in conference races in the fifties.

1954
The 1954 team had a season record of 7-3-

0. The team had a core group of senior players 
returning from the 1953 championship season. 
Dicky Maegle was in his senior year and would 
have a great year. Kenny Paul was the captain and 

was a strong team leader. Rice opened the season 
with victories over Florida and Cornell. The 
Owls lost the next two games against Wisconsin 
and SMU. The team turned this around and won 
the next two games against Texas and Vanderbilt. 

Dicky Maegle played extremely well against 
Texas on October 23, 1954, in Rice Stadium. 
He made a touchdown on a seven-yard run, 
and it seemed that six or seven Texas players had 
a shot at him and could not bring him down. 
His overall play offensively and defensively was 
outstanding. Final score of the Texas game: Rice–
13, Texas–7.

In the next week, Rice would defeat 
Vanderbilt 34–13 and the following week on 
November 6, 1954, Rice would lose to Arkansas 
28–15. If Rice had been able to win this game, 
then this team would have been the conference 
champion.

Rice swept the last three games to finish tied 
for third in the Southwest Conference. Dicky 
Maegle was a consensus All-American back and 
Kenny Paul was a consensus All-Conference 
guard.

In finalizing the season it was notable that at 
the end of the season Rice was being considered 
for two bowl games: the Sugar Bowl and the 
Gator Bowl. The final day of the season after 
Rice had defeated Baylor 20–14, the calls came. 
The Sugar Bowl invitation was not extended. 
The Gator Bowl did invite the Rice Owls of 
1954 to play. The team went into session and 
the team voted not to accept the invitation, 
feeling that playing in a minor bowl was not to 
the benefit of the team or the university. The 
reader is reminded that exactly the same situation 
occurred in 1947 and that team also declined for 
essentially the same reasons. They reasoned that if 
they had won one more Southwest Conference 
game, their record would have been 8–2, the 
same as in 1953 and they would have had at least 
a co-championship of the Southwest Conference. 

It is interesting to digress a moment and 
reflect on the Neely era to date and to review his 
status. It was in the fall of 1954 that the Saturday 
Evening Post researched and published a flattering 
picture of Jess Neely. This was his fifteenth year 
at Rice and the article was effusive in its praise 
of Neely. His record, as previously noted, was 
on a par with Texas University football records 
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over the years he had coached in the Southwest 
Conference. 

After the 1953 season Neely was practically 
on even terms with the Texas program as to total 
wins and losses in his years at Rice. He had now 
been recognized by his peers by being elected 
as president of the American Football Coaches 
Association. He also had been a member of the 
NCAA Rules Committee. There are not a whole 
lot of football laurels that could come his way 
after this point, especially for a rather unknown 
coach who arrived at the Rice Institute in 1940 
facing a football program in shambles and revived 
and produced a successful athletic stewardship. 

As Athletic Director, Neely was notoriously 
frugal. While the football program prospered, the 
other athletic programs were often starved for 
funds to make them totally competitive. Track 
had a number of outstanding individuals that 
won NCAA championships, but baseball was, in 
general, a wasteland. On the other hand, finances 
were never a problem. The athletic department 
always turned in a surplus to the university in all 
the years Neely was athletic director. 

In fairness it should be noted that most 
of Neely’s career was prior to the charging of 
tuition for students and Title IX was somewhere 
off in the future. Regardless, Neely was a careful 
financial steward of the monies derived from 
forty-five thousand average attendance at home 
games plus whatever else resulted from away 
games. Put in additional funds from some post-
season events, and there was a sound financial 
structure to Rice athletics.

1955–1956
Jess Neely’s sixteenth year began and ended 

on an unheard of won and lost record. These 
two years were by far the worst of the previous 
years, even including some disastrous World 
War II seasons. The record for 1955 overall was 
2–7–1 and 0- 6 in the Southwest Conference. 
In 1956 the overall record was 4–6–0 and in the 
conference 1–5–0. The worst previous record, 
ignoring the war years, was 5–5–0. 

In effect in his first fifteen years at the Rice 
Institute, except for 1943–’44–’45, Neely did 
not have one losing season. This became even 
more of a mystery as in the previous years when 
we examined the build up to 1949 and 1953, 
the preceding two years of each era, Rice had 

at least competitive teams. However, now the 
most intriguing circumstances of Neely’s career 
ensued. 

If the reader will recall, when we questioned 
how the fairly decent team of the two previous 
years could morph into a championship team, 
one really must have complete wonderment 
of how these two disastrous back-to-back 
seasons could produce a Southwest Conference 
championship and a Cotton Bowl berth. Stay 
turned. We will see what kinds of answers are 
provided.

1957
The season opened with two wins over LSU 

and Stanford. Rice lost the third game to Duke 
by a score of 7–6. The conference games opened 
with a Rice victory over SMU 27–21 in Dallas. 

The following Saturday, October 26, 1957, 
Rice played Texas at Memorial Stadium in 
Austin. It was a close game all the way, but Rice 
took a 14–12 lead late in the fourth quarter 
and appeared to have the game under control. 
However, on the ensuing kickoff, the star 
halfback Ramirez ran for a touchdown. Texas 
ultimately defeated Rice 19–14. At this point, 
Rice would not have been favored to win a 
conference championship. 

The loss to Texas had been unfortunate, but 
even more Texas A&M was on a roll. The 1956 
Aggies had won the Southwest Conference 
title. Their season record was 9–0–1. It was 
particularly notable that the Aggie team had 
won all six conference games, which was a rarity 
as previously mentioned. A&M had hired Bear 
Bryant in 1954, and the 1956 team had been his 
best year. There was some luster removed from 
their record because Bryant had managed to 
get A&M on probation due to some recruiting 
violations. Nonetheless, the 1957 Aggies were 
rolling along undefeated and talking national 
championship status. 

Rice’s fortunes took a turn for the worse 
when Clemson defeated the Owls the week 
following the loss to Texas. Rice recovered the 
following week and defeated Arkansas 13–7. 
Suddenly the Rice–Texas A&M game became 
crucial. A&M had struggled to defeat Arkansas 7–
6, SMU had beaten Texas, and Baylor tied Texas. 
A&M also defeated SMU. 

A&M was a prohibitive favorite to win the 
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conference title. The Aggies were still undefeated 
and untied and were ranked number one in the 
nation in all polls when they arrived in Rice 
Stadium on November 16, 1957. The game 
turned into a classic struggle of defense. The Owl 
defense was able to contain the All-American 
John David Crow. 

In the first quarter the Rice Owls embarked 
on a classic Neely effort to score. It was straight 
ground game football on a sixty-five-yard 
drive toward the Aggie goal line. Comments by 
the players were that it was the alternate unit 
quarterbacked by Frank Ryan that drove the ball 
downfield with one pass to Buddy Dial to set up 
the touchdown. This was at the end of the first 
quarter. 

Due to the rules of substitution, it was felt 
necessary to insert King Hill and the first unit 
into the game so that Hill would be available 
to kick the extra point which would put Rice 
in the lead by 7–0. Rice did score, Hill did kick 
the extra point, and Rice had its 7–0 lead with 
almost three quarters to play. The Rice defense 
assumed control of the game from this point. 

Although the Aggies scored a touchdown in 
the fourth quarter, they were unable to convert 
the extra point and Rice won one of the most 
important games in the history of the university. 

In the newspaper write-ups of the game, 
King Hill was anointed as outstanding player of 
the game. It was true that Hill had played a great 
game on defense, punting, scored the touchdown 
for Rice, and stopped John David Crow on a 
long run. He deserved these accolades. 

However, the game was won by the defensive 
play of the Rice Owls. Both the starting and 
alternate units performed in a spectacular 
manner. Rice scored on the first play of the 
second quarter. So guess what, again as usual, it 
is a team victory with defensive prowess being 
the dominant factor. The defeat of the Aggies 
left Rice and A&M tied for first place with one 
defeat each. 

Texas had lost one game to SMU and 
Baylor had tied Texas, so Texas was not in the 
championship picture unless Rice and A&M 
both stumbled along the way. Rice rather 
handily defeated TCU and Baylor on successive 
weekends to conclude the usual Rice November 
strong finish. 

Texas presented Rice with a real 
Thanksgiving Day present on November 28, 
1957. The Longhorns defeated A&M 9–7, 
making Rice the outright sole champion of the 
Southwest Conference in 1957. The Aggies, who 
had been undefeated and untied and number one 
nationally up to November 16, 1957, finished 
with two straight losses, and in fact a number 
three finish in the Southwest Conference.  

In postseason honors, Rice placed four 
players on the All-Conference team: King Hill as 
a back, Matt Gorges at guard, Larry Whitmire at 
tackle, and Buddy Dial at end. In addition, King 
Hill was chosen as All-American. 

It should be called to your attention that the 
1957 seniors continued a pattern. The freshman 
class of 1946 won a championship four years 
later in 1949. The freshman class of 1950 won 
a championship in 1953, and the freshman class 
of 1954 had done it again in 1957. There is a 
pattern here, but what is the reason? Does Neely 
need a senior team to produce a champion?

Does it take three to four years for a 
football player to reach some sort of a level 
of competence to perform at a high level 
in college football? A review of Southwest 
Conference champions reveals some insight into 
this question. Starting in 1930, Texas was the 
champion. In 1929 that school finished fourth. 
SMU was the champion in 1931; that school 
finished in a tie for fourth in 1930. Arkansas was 
the champion in 1933; that school finished last 
in 1931 and 1932. In 1934 Rice won its initial 
championship; Rice finished last in 1933. SMU 
was the 1935 champion and finished the season 
ranked number one in the nation; SMU finished 
third in 1934 and sixth in 1933. 

All of the above indicates that in the 1930s 
and 1940s and 1950s it was not unusual for 
great teams to suddenly materialize. All of this 
is reminiscent of our question posed about how 
this 1957 team emerged from two disastrous 
seasons to become champions. The answer is that 
it is not at all unusual, at least in the time period 
we have examined. There is some empirical 
evidence that, yes indeed, a group of young men 
can within a year make up their minds to excel. 
There is no doubt that mental attitude is an 
integral part of a winning team. 

Also, there is the aspect of team leadership 
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to consider. When you couple these with a good 
coaching staff, then positive things can happen. 
A fundamental question is: how much do the 
coaches have to do with creating a mentality of 
winning, and what brings out leadership? Jess 
Neely, and his staff is included, were not fiery 
orators giving pep talks weekly or ever, for that 
matter. 

Neely was a hard driving task master and 
an excellent teacher, insisting on perfection in 
the discipline of the game of football, always 
remonstrating that you as an individual could do 
better. It is obvious that coaches can’t play. They 
can teach, harangue, take disciplinary action, but 
in the final analysis the players have to make it all 
happen.

COTTON BOWL
Rice faced the United States Naval Academy 

in the Cotton Bowl on Wednesday, January 1, 
1958. Rice had never lost a bowl game prior 
to this one. Rice had won three Cotton Bowl 

games and one Orange bowl game from 1937 
to 1953. Rice was guilty of five fumbles and the 
Navy quarterback, Tom Forrestal, took advantage 
of these mistakes. The Middies won 20–7. 

This would be the last championship team of 
the Neely era at Rice. Good teams would come 
and go and poor performing teams would come 
and go, but Neely would continue to prowl the 
sidelines of Rice Stadium through the years until 
1966.

1958
This team is somewhat special. The non-

conference schedule was a killer: LSU, Stanford, 
Purdue, and Army. The team lost three of these 
games, while defeating Stanford. In the case of 
Army, it was ranked number one in the nation. 
Rice played Army on even terms and the score 
was tied until the last minute of the game when 
Army completed a fifty-eight-yard pass to win 
14–7. The team had performed admirably. Army, 
under legendary coach Red Blaik, was using a 

Rice beats Texas 34–7, 1958
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wide split end who did not come to the huddle. 
It was designated as the “lonesome end.” It was a 
real curiosity. The loss was a disappointment.

The team began its conference schedule with 
three straight victories over Arkansas, SMU, and 
Texas. It is of some interest that Rice slaughtered 
a good Texas team. The fi nal score was 34–7. 

There were only three years from 1930 to 1958 
that Rice won by more than one touchdown 
against Texas. So if you ever run across anyone 
of the 1958 team members, be sure and let 
him know that he is special. Unfortunately, the 
November magic did not occur. Rice lost two 
games in November to TCU and A&M. A win 
in either game would have given the team one 
more conference championship. The season was 
completed at 5–5–0.

1959
The 1959 season was the poorest one in 

Neely’s career at Rice with an overall record of 
1–7–2 and a conference record of 1–4-1. Rufus 
King was named as an All-Conference guard.

1959 would be Neely’s twentieth year as 
head football coach at the Rice Institute. It is 
rather ironic that he should have had his worst 
year at this particular point. The lone victory of 
the season came by beating the Texas Aggies on 
November 14, 1959. Rice tied SMU and Florida 

1959

Coach speaking with two players, 1959
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on successive weekends of October 10 and 17.
In a perfect world, the freshman football 

players entering in 1958 would have won a 
conference championship in 1961. This was not 
going to happen. In reviewing 1960 and 1961, 
one is struck by the thought that this was a 
special group. The two-year regular season record 
was 14–6–0. Each season was 7–3–0. These 
young men did play in two bowl games. As it 
happened, neither bowl game was a victory.

1960
Rice opened the season with a loss to 

Georgia Tech, 16–13. The Owl gridsters then 
reeled off five straight victories which included 
three conference wins. One would have to go all 
the way back to 1949 to find a Rice team with 
an equal start at the end of six games. The Owls 
beat Tulane 10–7, Florida 10–0, SMU 47–10, 
Texas 7–0, Texas Tech 30–6. Rice was undefeated 
in conference play with four games to go. Texas 
had one of the better teams in the league and 
Rice had already defeated them in Houston on 
October 22, 1960.

Rice defeated Texas 7–0 in Rice Stadium. 
This was obviously a defensive battle. Texas 
had not won in Rice Stadium since 1952. The 
statistics heavily favored the Owls. Both teams 
had opportunities to score but could not get the 
ball across the goal line. Billy Cox had scored 
a touchdown in the second quarter. Texas had 
threatened in the closing minutes of the game, 
but Max Webb intercepted in the end zone to 
preserve the Rice lead. The Owls were able 
to control the ball the rest of the game, thus 
shutting out the Texas Longhorns. 

ARKANSAS
Arkansas had lost an earlier season game to 

Baylor. The Razorbacks had won two conference 
games when the game unfolded at Little Rock. 
Arkansas stacked the line to force Rice to pass. 
Statistically, Arkansas had a slight advantage. Very 
late in the fourth quarter, Arkansas made a drive 
toward the Rice goal. There were twenty-six 
seconds left on the clock when Arkansas kicked 
a field goal. This was a heartbreaking loss for 
the Owls. Both Rice and Arkansas at this point 
had identical 2–1 records in the conference. 
The Southwest Conference was a very balanced 
league in 1960. Scoring was generally very low.

Rice defeated A&M and TCU and entered 
the last weekend of conference play tied with 
Arkansas for the lead. However, Arkansas 
had already completed its schedule and was 
guaranteed at least a co-championship by virtue 
of a 6–1–0 record. Rice was to play Baylor in the 
last game of the season. If Rice defeated Baylor, 
they would be co-champions with Arkansas.

BAYLOR
Rice journeyed to Waco to play Baylor on 

November 26, 1960. Baylor took the lead in 
the first half by 6–0. Rice had two near-scoring 
drives in the first half, but could not push the 
ball across the goal line. Rice finally scored in the 
fourth quarter to take a 7–6 lead. The way the 
Owls played defense, it appeared they could win 
the game. Unfortunately, that would not happen. 
Baylor’s quarterback completed a touchdown 
pass with two minutes to go to take the lead 
12–7. Rice could not score and so lost its bid for 
another co-championship season. 

This season absolutely records the vagaries of 
the game of football. It is true that there was no 
dominant team in 1960. However, Rice should 
have gotten no more than a tie in the Arkansas 
game, and actually had outplayed Baylor in the 
loss. As the saying goes, you win some close ones 
and you lose some over the years. The close ones 
went against the Owls in 1960.

While the team did not win a conference 
championship, there was a consolation prize. 
Rice was invited to play Mississippi in the Sugar 
Bowl game in New Orleans on January 1, 1961. 
Mississippi had an All-America quarterback, Jake 
Gibbs. The Mississippi defensive strategy worked 
to a degree. The final score was Ole Miss 14, 
Rice 6. The statistics favored Rice, but Ole Miss 
stacked the line of scrimmage, forcing the Owls 
to take to the air. The difference in the game 
could be attributed to four pass interceptions 
by Ole Miss. The 1960 team was one of Neely’s 
better units, possibly the best that did not record 
a championship. 

However, you recall the same situation 
occurred early in Neely’s tenure. The 1940 
and 1942 teams both threatened to take 
championships, but lost crucial games. The 
team captains were Rufus King, Bobby Lively, 
and Max Webb. Both Rufus King at guard 
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and Johnny Burrell, end, were consensus All-
Conference performers.

1961
The 1961 Owl season opened with Neely 

having a core group of seniors of considerable 
talent. Rice began the schedule with one loss in 
the first four games. Rice prepped for the Texas 
game with a win over SMU.

TEXAS
Texas won this game by a score of 34-7 on 

October 28, 1961. In the first half Rice had a 
touchdown pass play to Johnny Burrell called 
back. The score at half-time was Texas-13, Rice-
0. In the third quarter, Rice scored and the 
natives were restless. At 13-7, Rice was always a 
problem for Texas. However, there was no magic 
today. Texas scored three more touchdowns for 
an easy win.

Rice would win three of its last four games 
to finish with a 7-3 season identical to the 1960 
team record.

Rice lost to Arkansas 10-0 to miss another 
shot at a co-championship season. The game 
was played in Rice Stadium on November 11, 
1961. Rice could not muster much in the way of 
offense, but the defense performed well. 

As in 1960, Rice received a consolation 
prize. By virtue of its 7-3-0 record, Rice was 
invited to play in the Bluebonnet Bowl in 
Houston. Unfortunately, this was the only 
bowl game in the Neely years in which the 
team was outclassed. The final score was Kansas 
University-33, Rice-7. There were three Rice 
players chosen as consensus All-Conference: 
Bob Johnson at tackle, Johnny Burrell at end, 
and Roland Jackson as a back. If the previous 
pattern of 1946, 1950, and 1955 had followed, 
Rice would have had a championship in 1960 
or 1961. If you review the results, the talent did 
arrive on schedule. The two years of 1960 and 
1961 were pretty impressive. With a few plays 
here and there, Rice would have easily continued 
the process such that every three or four years 
a Southwest Conference championship team 
would materialize. There were some very close 
games in those two years that could have gone 
either way, and this group of young men would 
have enjoyed that championship feeling.   

In 1961 Kenneth Pitzer was selected the 

new president of Rice University. It is known 
that Dr. Pitzer was not a fan of big-time 
athletics. Probably in 1962 a decision was made 
to de-emphasize football. It was very simple to 
implement. 

Neely, the athletic director and head football 
coach, was advised that there would be thirty 
scholarships a year granted to the football 
program. It is not certain how many had been 
granted previously but it was probably forty-five 
or fifty. In fact, it is probable that there were no 
limitations at all. 

Neely, being a strict and frugal man, would 
not have gone overboard in granting scholarships. 
It was common knowledge that the state 
universities were averaging somewhere in the 
range of ninety to a hundred per year. There was 
no limit except by way of limitation of talented 
high school graduates who could compete at the 
college level in the Southwest Conference. 

It is suggested that possibly the board could 
be advised that this was a recipe for disaster for 
the whole athletic program, since the revenues 
from football were substantial enough to carry 
the diverse programs. Neely’s answer was 
somewhat astonishing: his position was that he 
could have a successful program with a limit of 
thirty scholarships. 

To this day it has been wondered if Neely 
was so self-confident that he was unconcerned. 
The other alternative might have been that he 
had become arrogant because he had done well 
for twenty years and was certain that he could 
continue to do so under the new circumstances. 
One thing for certain is that Neely, as far as is 
known, did not heavily resist the new constraints. 
As a matter of fact, he explained that if the 
program is too big, it gets unwieldy, which is a 
detriment to success. 

Whatever his feelings were, this decision to 
de-emphasize football would haunt the Rice 
athletic program for twenty years. It should 
be acknowledged that there were some poor 
choices for hiring along the way, but once the 
program got to the bottom, it was extremely 
difficult to reverse the fortunes of the university. 
It is also a fact that somewhere along the way 
the NCAA limited the number of scholarships 
to thirty a year. However, the Rice program has 
been difficult to turn around. 
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It was not until the advent of Fred Goldsmith 
as head coach in 1989 that the football program 
began to return to respectability. Ken Hatfield 
has continued to produce a competitive program 
albeit at a lesser tier. Part of this problem is 
attributable to the breakup of the Southwest 
Conference.

1962
Rice had a full season record of 2-6-2 and 

a conference record of 2-4-1. Rice opened the 
season with a tie with LSU. Then came two 
losses to Penn State and Oregon. Rice opened 
conference play with a loss to SMU 15-7. The 
following week Rice played Texas in Rice 
Stadium. Texas had been ranked number one 
in the nation. Rice proceeded to tie Texas on 
October 27, 1962. The final score was 14-14. 
The last time Texas had defeated Rice in Rice 
Stadium was in 1952. This game was startling in 
that Texas was ranked so high. 

Texas also won the Southwest Conference 
title and had a 9-0-1 mark. Texas ended the year 
with a rank of number one in the nation. Rice 
would finish the year with two conference wins 
over Texas Tech and Texas A&M. Gene Raesz 
was selected to the All-Conference team. Trivia 
buffs might like to focus on the fact that Texas 
played LSU in the Cotton Bowl game. The only 
blemish on each team’s season was that each was 
tied by the Rice Owls. 

1963
Rice rebounded somewhat in 1963 with 

a season record of 6-4-0. The Southwest 
Conference record was 4-3-0. Rice opened 
the season schedule with wins over LSU and 
Stanford, coupled with a loss to Penn State. 

Rice opened the conference season with 
SMU and defeated the Mustangs 13-7. SMU 
had been favored to win. Rice scored on a 
last-minute pass to John Sylvester from Benny 
Hollingworth. Rice had outplayed SMU and 
deserved the victory. 

The Texas game was a typical epic struggle at 
Memorial Stadium on October 26, 1962. In this 
case, Texas was ranked number one in the nation. 
As usual, the Rice coaching staff had devised a 
good defense. For most of the game, the score 
was 7-6 in favor of Texas. The defense continued 
to play well and had three great goal line stands. 

Rice had opportunities to score, but was unable 
to do so. In the fourth quarter Texas finally 
kicked a field goal and won the game 10-6. Texas 
did complete the season undefeated and was 
ranked number one in the football polls.

1964
Rice lost to LSU 3-0 and to Stanford 34-7, 

and beat West Virginia in the non-conference 
games. Rice began the conference campaign 
with a 7-6 victory over SMU. Although the 
game was a struggle, Rice dominated the game and 
finally won on a pass from Walter McReynolds to 

Billy Hale. The 
following week 
on October 
31, 1964, at 
Rice Stadium 
the Owls and 
the Longhorns 
locked up 
in what is 
classified 
as a classic 
defensive 
struggle. The 
final score was 
6-3, with Texas 
scoring two 

field goals and 
Rice, one. 

The statistics tell a sad story of a Rice team 
that should have won the game. Rice had sixteen 
first downs vs. Texas’ five, passing yardage one 
hundred thirty vs. thirty-two, rushing yardage 
ninety-seven vs. fifty-seven. Walter McReynolds 
had an excellent passing game. Rice simply could 
not get the ball across the goal line. This was 
Texas’ first win over Rice at Rice Stadium since 
1952.

Rice finished the season with wins over 
A&M and TCU and losses to Arkansas and 
Baylor. Arkansas was the eventual conference 
champion and Texas was second. The Arkansas 
regular season record was 10-0-0 and Texas’ 
season record was 9-1-0.

Malcolm Walker was selected an All-
Conference center and also an All-American. 
Dale Callihan was named to the consensus 
Defensive Team as an All-Conference end.

Ken Hatfield, 2004
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Of some interest to Rice partisans will 
be that there was a defensive halfback from 
Arkansas named Ken Hatfield who was selected 
as a consensus All-Conference player. He was 
a senior, 5’ 11”, and weighed in at 170 pounds. 
Yes, that is the same Ken Hatfield who has been 
the head football coach at Rice University since 
1994.

1965
The Rice Owls will have a very poor record 

this year. This team will win two games and lose 
eight. They would win only one conference 
game all year. 
It will come as 
no surprise that 
on October 
23, 1965, Rice 
defeated Texas 
in Memorial 
Stadium 20-17. 
It was typical 
of Rice-Texas 
games. In the 
middle of the 
third quarter 
Texas was 
leading 17-
3. Rice came 
back to score 
two more 
touchdowns to tie the game and, in fitting 
Rice fashion, kick a field goal in the last few 
seconds to win. Jim Vining was selected as an All-
Conference offensive tackle. 

1966
Unfortunately, there would be no heroic 

finish for Jess Neely in 1966, which was to be 
his last year as athletic director and head football 
coach at Rice University. It was to be a repeat 
of two wins and eight losses for the season and 
a gloomy conference record of one win and six 
losses. The team started with a win over LSU and 
then a loss to Tennessee. 

The third game was a barnburner with 
UCLA, which was ranked in the upper part of 
the top ten teams nationally. After a high scoring 
game UCLA finally prevailed in the last minute 
by 27-24. Rice would win one Southwest 
Conference game. They beat TCU 21-10. Chuck 

Latourette was selected as All-Conference 
defensive back. 

No story about Jess Neely would be 
complete without adding the role of Joe Davis 
and Red Bale. Joe Davis’ association started at 
Southwestern College in Tennessee, where Neely 
took his first college head coaching job. Joe 
Davis played on one of those teams. 

When Neely took the job at Clemson 
in 1931, Joe Davis went as his assistant, and 
of course, you add the years at Rice. He was 
directly associated with Neely from 1931 to 
1966, a total of thirty-five years. In fact, Davis 

continued to 
coach for 
some years 
after Neely’s 
retirement. 

As far as 
is known, Joe 
coined the 
name “Yellow 
Bellies.” 
This was a 
derogatory 
descriptive 
term that 
he used in 
reference 

to the Texas 
Longhorn football players. In some ways, it was 
more the way he said it that conveyed contempt. 
It was spat out in such a way that there was no 
doubt it was tantamount to a curse word. 

Joe Davis was a great developer of personnel. 
He had a vital role as scout. That is a word 
that has disappeared from the lexicon of 
college football. Before the days when coaches 
exchanged films they would send assistants to 
“scout” the opponents. Joe and Red Bale had 
mastered this as an art. It would be difficult to 
determine, but it is possible that many college 
games were won or lost, as the case may be, by 
the utilization of good scouting or scouting that 
was done poorly.

Joe Davis was certainly an integral part of 
the success of Jess Neely, and many of the players 
interviewed would concur when discussing the 
Neely years. It is recalled, however, that Davis 
would occasionally chafe when he and Neely 

Joe Davis, 1967 Red Bale, 1967
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had an obvious disagreement. Joe was heard 
to mutter, “He still treats me like one of his 
players.” It was a great and wonderful association 
for thirty-five years. There were a lot of All-
Conference and All-American linemen that 
came along in his thirty-plus-year career at Rice.

Red Bale was designated the end coach. 
Red was special in that he had attended Rice 
and played football in 1932, ’33, and ’34. He 
played on Rice’s first Southwest Conference 
championship team in 1934. As most are aware, 
Red had his own way of development, but over 
the years he always found some way to develop a 
bevy of All-Conference and All-American ends. 
The ends were always sure that they worked 
harder than any other group. Red shared Joe 
Davis’ talent for scouting. It was felt by the team 
members that Rice always had an edge due to 
the scouting prowess of Joe Davis and Red Bale.

This triumvirate of Neely, Davis, and Bale 
developed into a coaching team that was always 
at its best in preparing for the games. Yes, in later 
years the staff was expanded and some others 
came and went, but these two were constants. 
Without these two, Neely would have had a 
more difficult time in his career at Rice.

If it please the reader, mentally review how 
often you have seen in this diatribe a reference 
to defense. It may well be that this coaching staff 
may have had a genius for preparing defense. 

Now there is not a great deal that is unique 
about defensive patterns. You can put four players 
on the front, or five or six or even seven. You can 
put your defensive line with a man nose to nose 
with the offensive center, or have your front men 
facing off with guards evenly. Your linemen can 
slant, or even “swap.” However, what it all boils 
down to is execution. 

Neely-era defensive efforts were almost 
always tremendous. This was true of the platoon 
era or the team unit era. Somehow between 
scouting and late film study, the coaching staff 
was relatively constant in executing defensively. 

There are a number of years that we have just 
perused where offensive prowess is lacking. But 
if you review those same years, you will find few 
blowout games. There were some, of course. But, 
by and large, the defense would be able to keep 
the Rice Owls in a game, in which there was 
always a chance you could eke out a win. It is 

submitted that the Neely, Davis, and Bale defense 
execution plans were way above the crowd, i.e., 
“near genius” from 1940 through 1966.

It has already been mentioned that Neely 
was a stern disciplinarian and that he expected 
a lot from the players. He was never a “friend.” 
He did not fit the Knute Rockne pattern. He 
was very deliberate, demanding, and he always 
stressed the team. 

In the 1950s he put into place a system in 
which he got feedback from professors as to 
how the athletes were doing. After he got the 
feedback, there would be a team meeting and he 
would call out any problems in front of everyone. 

There was one story about Kosse Johnson 
who had joined the ROTC at Rice. The colonel 
in charge said that Kosse was failing and was not 
going to class enough. Kosse told Neely that it 
was a very tough course and he was trying. 

Neely’s response was, “Kosse, you are like a 
yellow dog. You go over and see the Colonel and 
get this straightened out. A fourth grader could 
pass that course.” Forever after, these meetings 
were called “Yellow Dog” meetings. 

Many of the disciplinary actions had to do 
with school work, particularly attendance in 
class. Don Gillis of the 1957 football team was 
unaware of Neely’s network, which gave daily 
reports on those athletes who missed class. Sure 
enough, Don decided to sleep through a class 
one morning soon after his arrival. At the end 
of practice, Coach Neely sent the team in and 
told Don not to leave. He upbraided Don about 
skipping class. The only thing Don could think 
of to say was that he didn’t “feel too good” this 
morning. Neely said to trot around the field until 
he got to feeling better. After four or five laps, 
Don suggested to Coach Neely that he sure was 
feeling a lot better. Neely said he still looked a 
little peaked and needed a few more laps to get 
to feeling better.

Much of Neely’s discipline had to do with 
prodding the athletes to go to class and study. 
Innumerable athletes were called to Coach 
Neely’s office in the poor old Field House down 
by old Rice Stadium. His office was about the 
size of a large closet. All that it had was Neely’s 
chair and desk and one other chair. Neely had 
beady eyes and you were just a few feet away. His 
final threat to straighten out his problem children 
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Waco, Texas, November 
28, 1966. Coach Jess 
Neely, taking his last 
Rice football team onto 
the fi eld, paused as the 
band played the Rice  
alma mater just before the 
last game of his 40-year 
career. He stands only be-
hind Amos Alonzo Stagg 
and Glenn Pop Warner 
in years of service as a 
major college head coach. 
(AP Wirephoto)
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was to say, “Look, Joe or Sam, if you don’t get 
yourself to class and study, I’m going to put you 
in the back seat of a Field House car and take 
you back to your house where I found you.” 

This was the ultimate threat. I am reminded 
of a former Green Bay Packer who wrote a 
book about the legendary Vince Lombardi and 
described him as eminently fair: “He treated 
everyone the same, like dogs.” Neely did not 
go quite that far, but one could say that no one 
escaped his wrath if there was a problem. 

Neely was not universally loved. The test is 
actually the test of time. Successful coaches by 
their nature are hard driving disciplinarians. In 
most cases, people will tell you after a number of 
years that Neely was tough but fair. 

However, there are detractors. Neely often 
disciplined by demotion which meant simply if 
someone had a bad game or made a dumb play, 
the next week a starter might find himself on the 
third team. That individual had to work himself 
out of Neely’s “dog house.” If he did not respond 
with extreme effort, he might spend most of his 

time on the bench. 
Over the years it has been whispered that 

so and so messed up and was never heard from 
again. It is certain that in most cases, if a player 
showed a positive response, by the end of the 
week all was normal. If that player did not 
respond, it is possible that he might never make 
it back to a position as a regular. 

Neely did have at least one minor rebellion 
that occurred at the Orange Bowl. The core of 
this team was a group of twenty-two to twenty-
five year olds, veterans of World War II, and 
married. Neely had brought the wives along as 
tokens of his good will. The trouble arose with 
the complaint that there was no time for fun. 

Neely was, of course, astounded that anyone 
could think of anything except the game. 
The grumbling got to the point where a team 
meeting was called and Neely confronted the 
team and the core people who were unhappy. 
There was some wrangling and each player was 
confronted to see if he wanted to play this game 
on January 1, 1947. As a matter of fact, Neely did 
ease up on practice time and made arrangements 
for the team to go some places and have “fun.” 
You will recall that the team played superbly and 
won the game. 

Neely’s philosophy of team play had led to 
some criticism from some players. Neely was 
not one to promote an individual player for 
post-season honors, for example, All-American 
promotion. Neely was so imbued with the team 
concept that he rarely spoke of an individual in 
such a way as to promote that player’s image. 

A good example occurred in the 1953 
season. Dicky Maegle had a great day against 
Arkansas. However, Rice was winning in a 
blowout situation so Neely took out the regulars 
and started playing reserves about the middle of 
the third quarter. It so happened that Maegle was 
close to breaking the single game yardage record 
of the Southwest Conference. After the game, a 
Houston Post reporter questioned Neely as to 
why he didn’t play Maegle, his star halfback, at 
least until he broke the record. 

Neely’s classic reply was, “Stars? We don’t 
have stars. If you want to know about stars, you 
call out to Hollywood and speak to MGM about 
Clark Gable. He is having a good year and you 
can learn all about stars.” 

Jess Neely, 1967
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There were some who felt he was not 
particularly thoughtful concerning his players. 
On the other hand, there is the story of a young 
man who was in a situation where he could not 
continue to stay in school. Coach Neely found 
him a job and told him to try and work it out. 
Two years later he returned and Neely put 

him back on scholarship and he continued his 
education and football career. 

There was another similar case where one of 
his players had a family crisis and dropped out. It 
was three years later when he called and Neely 
brought him right back into the fold. 

There were many direct contacts with former 

Jess Neely in his office at Vanderbilt
Vanderbilt University Special Collections and University Archives
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players during the course of this research and 
writing of this epistle. It should be understood 
that the vast majority were complimentary of 
Neely. “Yes, he was a taskmaster. Yes, he was 
tough,” they would say, “but I was treated fairly. 
He was never my friend as a player, but I realized 
later what kind of person he was and I admire 
him.” That about sums up the vast majority of 
the comments.

Neely may have been a complex man but he 
had one habit that was legend. It was eating ice 
cream. He always would eat it after a meal, or 
between meals, or whenever the urge struck him. 
One of the favorite team stories is about one 
incident on a road trip. The reporters rode on the 
plane and stayed at the same hotel with the team. 
There was a sports writer who was known to be 
a heavy drinker. He came down for his breakfast; 
his face was beet red and he looked like the 
wrath of God had struck. Neely glanced up and 
saw him, commenting wryly, “That fellow sure 
does drink a lot of whiskey; you know, that much 
ice cream wouldn’t be good for you!”

CONCLUSION
Neely was actually pushed into retirement 

after twenty-seven years. His record at Rice was 
144-124-10. Obviously, due to his longevity, this 
was the most wins ever recorded by a coach in 
the Southwest Conference. His record against 
conference schools was 86-75-6. 

He was sixty-eight years old and not ready 
for full retirement. He immediately joined 
Vanderbilt University as athletic director. He 
stayed there for a number of years and then 
stepped down to coach the golf team. Neely 
ultimately retired and moved to the Rio Grande 
Valley where he passed on in 1983 at the age of 
eighty-five.

His career as head coach at a major university 
spanned from 1931 to 1966. Twenty-seven of 
these thirty-six years were at Rice University, 
where he shared or won four Southwest 
Conference championships. He led teams 
to three Cotton Bowl games, one Orange 
Bowl game, one Sugar Bowl game, and one 
Bluebonnet Bowl game. 

Neely has left a rich legacy of athletic 
endeavors at Rice. His tenure was marked by 
success and the athletic program was always 
carefully tended with no hint of scandal of any 
kind. Something over one thousand young men 
came through the university in that tenure. 

There is a huge monument to Neely on the 
Rice campus. Certainly there will never be a 
bigger monument to anyone. It is the seventy-
thousand seat Rice Stadium. Of a certainty, 
Neely still prowls the west sidelines just as he did 
from 1950 to 1966. 

And those of us who were part of that 
legacy in our own general way know what he 
is saying to those young men of today: he surely 
knows their names. In that Southern drawl that 
he never lost, he will be shouting, “Joe, you’re 
not blocking!! Jim, you gotta get that shoulder 
in there if you’re gonna tackle that boy!! Sam, 
you were out of position on that play; don’t you 
remember what we told you??!!” 

Yes, it will be about fundamentals. Neely 
will prowl that sideline forever and he will still 
be haranguing, criticizing, pushing, and teaching 
fundamentals. 


